
Possible Questions:
● What is the difference between the average temperatures and ranges?



Give the students the graphs without an average line and have them draw their best approximation. Have the students identify and determine the
difference between the maximum (~95F) and the minimum (~1F) of the daily maximum temperatures.

Possible Questions:
● How does your average max line compare to the actual (see graph below)?
● How does the average max line from this data compare to the infographic (see above)?





Give the students the graphs without an average line and have them draw their best approximation. Have the students identify and determine the
difference between the maximum (~116F) and the minimum (~52F) of the daily maximum temperatures.

Possible Questions:
● How does your average max line compare to the actual (see graph below)?
● How does the average max line from this data compare to the infographic (see above)?
● How does the change in temperature from the maximum to the minimum of the daily maximum temperature change compare between

Hanover to Phoenix?





Further comparison of the two cities’ climates can be observed from the data sets graphed together.



Possible Questions:
● Have the maximums and the minimums of the daily maximum temperatures changed from 1970 to 2019?







Observe whether the trends of increasing temperature and the degree to which they are increasing are supported by these infographics. This will help
to demonstrate that even though the changes appear small, they are snowballing into much larger changes.





Possible Questions:
● If average temperature increases by 2F, what does that annual temperature look like? It becomes the same shape, a sinusoid, but 2F higher.
● How many days were below freezing in NH before the 2F increase (37, students can just count the dots)?
● How many are below freezing after (31)?
● If the daily maximum temperatures increase by 2F every 5 years, how many years until the maximum of each day does not dip below

freezing? The lowest temperature is 1F. Therefore, 5years x (32F - 1F)/2F = 77.5years.
● What would the highest maximum daily temperature be at that point? Maximum daily temperature was 95F. 77.5years x 2F/5years + 95F =

126F or more simply, 95F +31F = 126F.
● Is a change of 2F every 5 years realistic? No, it is not if the models are observed. Based on the models above, a change of 10F over 100 years

is expected if starting at 2000 which is already ~2F higher than previous decades. This is better approximated by 0.5F per 5 years.
● What are some limitations of this analysis? An example, only one year is being observed. The data from 2018 could be anomalous and the

coldest day could be much colder than other years around it. Additionally, climate change is causing colder extremes of weather as well. So
the coldest days could actually see a shift downward, although, overall, temperatures are increasing.




